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Day 11, China Tour, Fengdu & Ship Farewell Dinner 

Sunday, Sep 9
th

 we will have our (Ship) Farewell Dinner.  We also have an included tour in the “Ghost 

Town” of Fengdu.  Let’s see what I can remember?? Lol  

The included on land tour was a CLIMB; of 

the 30 in our group, 23 opted to “go for it”, 

and 10 made it to the top.  This time I can 

announce that I was one of the 10!!  There is 

something in my head that tells me we 

ascended 979 steps.  (Maybe someone can 

confirm or correct??)  That is My Bride, 

amidships, waving goodbye; and below her is 

Chen and Robert.       

 

Better pic of our Ship to right and the long walk to shore. 

In keeping with the myth, and believe me, they carry it to 

the “nth degree”, ships moor away from shore, as we are, 

to avoid attacks by phantoms!!  Fengdu has literally 

become a ghost town, as most of its residents have been relocated due to the rising river level.  A spooky 

crop of temples and statutes of Yinwang, god of the netherworld, survive on the mount of Mingshan, the 

mountain we climbed.   

I give our guide full marks for keeping the myth, for sharing with us in 

adequate detail the story behind the many sculptures and the gods 

associated with each as indicated.  One great example was this “test” of 

balance; women balanced on their right foot, men on their left and she had a 

magnificent story (magnificent is too strong) but certainly an interesting story 

depending on your ability.  You can see the 10 who made it to the top in this 

sequence of the Slide Show as this was very near the top, in fact it may have 

been at the top. (Stan is missing as he took the pix)  Here is another example 

of a similar test, this time it had something 

to do with your marriage >> I think??  The 

couple walked over the bridge and ?? 

Can you remember??  

 

Slide show has some pretty neat shots of various Chinese 

mythological figures, and as I said earlier, the local guide did a fine job 

of telling us the story in an interesting fashion.    
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Captain’s Dinner this evening.  

 

A served dinner complete with Wine.  The young woman and young man on his left were eager to help 

and never seemed to forget a name!!  Later this same evening, Sunday, Sep 09
th

 there was a Cultural 

Show in our Lounge.   

General Obs re Ship:  Facilities fully acceptable; food and serving thereof also fully acceptable; however; 

not at the level of a cruise in the Caribbean. Difference most probably in the capacity of the ship.  I would 

like to have seen Coffee continuously available in the lounge.  It was only available in the early morning.  

Full marks to the crew with regard to their performance as entertainers.  Overall, the Ship acted as an 

effective and acceptable vessel to move us from tourist attraction to tourist attraction.   We Enjoyed!    

Slide Show: http://photopeach.com/album/8ubyth  

Stan McCormack.  2012 10 02.   
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